CO-CREATION HELPS

GENERATE $450+ MN

IN INCREMENTAL REVENUE THROUGH

CUSTOMER ANALYTICS
This is our story of co-creating a solution with a global hotel chain

As we know…
Gaining customer loyalty and sustaining it in
the long run has become increasingly difﬁcult
in today’s business environment. As customer
expectations rise to a new level, providing
personalized services, communication and
experience is becoming the standard norm.
The next step in this dynamic landscape is
hyper-personalization that can evoke
long-lasting brand advocacy among customers.
Hyper-personalization requires rich customer
insights and the ability to connect the dots.
It starts with understanding customers’ needs,
engaging in conversations, monitoring
behavior, and creating products, services and
content that align with their speciﬁc needs.

Here’s what we
co-created as
a solution…
WNS deployed an elaborate, metrics-based,
data-driven hyper-personalization framework to
build and manage an end-to-end
customer-centric campaign for the client.
The WNS solution entailed:
■ Devising a ﬁve-stage campaign deployment
and management plan, which included:
- Identifying datasets and variables to
analyze customer behavior
- Developing a complex analytical algorithm
to tailor offers that suit individual

The challenge for
the global
hotel chain was…
To create hyper-personalized marketing
campaigns for over 20 million members. Past

preferences, and automating this process
- Ensuring last-mile delivery of campaigns
(publishing on client’s web and social
channels)
- Continuous monitoring and reporting of
campaign performance across channels
- Insights from the reports were channeled
back to the personalized engine to further
tailor the offers as per customers’ needs

campaigns had their limitations in terms of

■ Creating 40 predictive analytics models

higher cost, lower returns, reach and popularity

■ Building a personalized engine to handle 60+

since they were based on segmentation-based
targeting. With customer interest in its ﬂagship
marketing program declining, the hotel chain
required a complete overhaul of its analytical
approach to campaigns.
The company was looking at transforming to
a customer-centric organization, leveraging
analytics and Machine Learning (ML)

offers with the help of ML algorithms
■ Deploying big data analytics platforms such
as Hive, R, SAS and Teradata
■ Gamifying offers leveraging artiﬁcial
intelligence to strategically create hurdles /
rewards. This made it challenging and
exciting at the same time for customers

algorithms, to tailor offers that cater to

A universal control group that was created

individual preferences, improving customer

helped in assigning the hurdle / reward levels

engagement and driving upsell / cross-sell

based on various customer attributes. A robust

opportunities.

and well-established, data-driven process was
also developed to measure the customer loyalty
initiatives, programs and overall strategy.
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Our learnings and
outcomes from the
process of
co-creation are…

and delivered the following speciﬁc outcomes:

That a strong customer analytics framework

Our centralized targeting strategy now enables

and deep domain knowledge can help increase

the client to develop customized

upsell and cross-sell opportunities. The WNS

communication across products and services.

■ USD 450+ Million incremental revenue
generated as a result of the campaign
■ 335,000+ new member enrollments
■ 195+ percent increase in member registration
■ USD 1.75+ Billion revenue generated as a
result of increased loyalty program
engagement

solution helped improve customer engagement

USD 1.75+ Billion revenue
generated as a result of increased
loyalty program engagement
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WNS (Holdings) Limited (NYSE: WNS) is a leading
global Business Process Management (BPM)
company. WNS offers business value to 350+ global
clients by combining operational excellence with
deep domain expertise in key industry verticals,
including banking and ﬁnancial services, consulting
and professional services, healthcare, insurance,
manufacturing, media and entertainment, retail and
consumer packaged goods, telecommunications
and diversiﬁed businesses, shipping and logistics,
travel and leisure, and utilities and energy. WNS
delivers an entire spectrum of business process
management services such as customer care,
ﬁnance and accounting, human resource solutions,
research and analytics, technology solutions, and
industry-speciﬁc back-ofﬁce and front-ofﬁce
processes. WNS has delivery centers worldwide,
including China, Costa Rica, India, the Philippines,
Poland, Romania, South Africa, Spain, Sri Lanka,
Turkey, U.K. and U.S.

To know more, write to us at
marketing@wns.com or visit us at www.wns.com

